SILENCE FOR PEACE

About the CANDALA
2 minutes – One World

What
is agreatest
Candala?
One of the
untapped resources that we have is silence. It is a gateway to
infinite creativity, inspiration and peace of mind. It is time to access and share our
Ainner
CANDALA
is an illuminated art form to
treasures.
light up our world.
The Invitation
Created as a ‘pattern of light’ made with
Invest in silence – Invest in peace. It will pay major dividends for you and the people
positive intent, it is designed to symbolise
around you. Make time for peace a regular habit- say in the morning or evening at
the essence of a particular theme,
a particular
time.
through
the use
of symbolic objects
and materials. Often based on ‘The
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denoting unity and wholeness, it
quiet
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a fewofmoments a day can help you reconnect with
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enlightenment
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of inner
which can enable you to solve problems, overcome
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all share,
whatever
ourpeace,
belief system.
Lizzie
Davies
was
given the word CANDALA
stress and develop your powers of discernment,
insight
and
intuition.
and its essential concept in the year 2000
The original CANDALAS made by Lizzie
when she was inspired to build a beautiful
Davies
were circular and incorporated
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Give two minutes
of your time
to ‘Silence for Peace’
day.
gazededicated
or
to
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and
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The
concept
of
the
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has
since
completely close your eyes and turn within. Focus your attention on your breath,
This inspiration was borne out of deep
been
expanded
the and slower.
gently
allowing ittotoincorporate
become slower
Be compassionate with yourself!
meditation and was accompanied by the
use of any form of light such as LED’s,
Allow thoughts to gently come and go without attachment or judgement, continuously
words:
lanterns or light-reflecting materials and
returning your awareness to the softness and rhythm of your breath. Be open to
to use geometric or organic forms or a
receiving the presence of peace however you are feeling and allow yourself to be
North
synthesis of the two. This allows individuals
deeply and richly inspired.
South
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of different creative processes and to
The
power
of
a
collective
focused
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is
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beneficial.
To join with others,
build CANDALAS in any setting and on
tunescale
in atthat
11.00
a.m.
local time.
It is time to manifest the light
any
they
choose.
In the centre of our world.
The intention is to keep the original
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inspiration,
and exercise
integrity isofmanageable
the
cultures. Itart
can
even
be making
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form
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over
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